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Above - Lok B. Rokay’s kitchen garden in Seri village
Right - Earlier in the year water filters were distributed in Humla and
Surkhet. Here Lote BK has recycled the filter cartons into a plant pot
for growing cucumbers and pumpkins in.

Left - Farmers in Okhadi village (Adanchuli Kailashdev Krishi group) make a
fruit nursery as part of a farmers’ mobile
training in October. This is the ideal time
to make a fruit nursery so seeds get a
chance to be frozen (stratified), enabling
them to sprout the next Spring.

Right - local barefoot consultant (BC)
Harichandra Rokaya
givea a class in making
liquid manure on a farmers’ mobile training in
Okhadi village.

Left - Participants learning budding of
fruit trees on a Farmers’ Training

Right - Technician Sagun Bohora
demonstrating how to plant fruit
trees on a Farmers’ Training

Left - Designing a urine collection
system in a kitchen garden during a
Farmers’ Training at Dapka RC

Right - Farmers learn SRI rice
cultivation during a mobile farmers’ training taught by BC Nandabir
Rawal in Okhadi village

Right - SRI training for farmers in
Humla, planting the young rice seedlings in their 2-leaf stage at wider
than normal spacing.

Left - Padamkali Aidi’s 1 monthold SRI plot in Bhadauda village.

Below - Sweepings pit in
Lotpata village – here detritus from sweeping the house
and courtyard that would
otherwise be swept away
is collected and made into
compost, creating a resource
out of “waste”.

Above - Group members from 6 groups
converged to design and plant a high-altitude community orchard at around 3000m
on a bare ridge above Madana, between
March and July. The area is fenced and pits
are being dug, each marked out with ash.
Called Dharambata Deurari Community
Orchard, there are over 189 fruit trees (4
Almond, 3 plum and the rest apple) planted
here so far, with more species and for different heights planned for the future.

Left - An improved ox
provided to Krishi Group
of Upper Barigaun

Right - Top grafting done on Takka B. Karki’s
wild pear of Telgaun done in 2014…..

Above - 2 years later in
2016…..
Right…..and most recently in
September 2018 – the tree is
now producing fruit - now a
fruiting tree

Right - Women
queuing to register
at the Women’s
Health Camp held
in Humla in May.
A total of 182
women and 26
males were treated
at the 2-day camp.

Above- traditional Teej women’s festival that
was not traditional in Humla until women were
inspired by the work of HPC’s Women’s Health
program and volunteers from the Women’s
Health Network. Now the Teej festival is celebrated each year in Humla as well.

Above- Mrs Aimati Buddha if
Kailashdev Krishi group in Chihi
village demonstrates her writing
skills after 9 months attending the
Practical Literacy Class (PLC)
Left - Students in the Health for
Adolescents training in Gallabada
village (Dhakal Samaj Sudhar
group)

Above - Janadisa group member from Lotpata
village, Hari Buddha sold 500 mulberry cuttings
to a farmers' program in northern Humla.

Above - Karnajit Rokaya of
Seri village (Masta Dev Krishi
group) takes Bakaino seedlings he has raised to be sold
to farmers in the neighbouring
group in Gallabada.

Above - Close up of the tool
used to slice apple.
Right - Juice making (foreground) and apple-slicing
training at Dapka RC in Humla.
Due to the plentiful harvest of
apples, HPC has provided processing equipment to test.

Above - the
sliced apples are
then placed in
the solar drier
for desiccating.

Above - Herbs’ demonstration at the Humla
Farmers’ festival in August – this is Attis (Aconitum Heterothyllum) a
commercially valuable
medicinal herb that farmers have been cultivating
and selling following
training.

Above - Members of
HPC’s board welcomed in
Chihi village with garlands on their field visit to
Humla in August.
Left - HPC board members
view the fruit nursery of
technician Rage BK while
on their field trip to Humla. Rage has 2900 grafted
apples and has another
2700 wild apple rootstock.

Left - Dhanshing Buddha from Chihi village
(Kailash Dev Krishi
group) shows HPC board
member Tek B. Pun
(white shirt) his fruit
nursery when the board
visited project areas in
Humla

HPC's Humla festival, held in July,
attracted over 900 farmers to participate in farm exhibition

Left - Group members perform a
dance at the Farmers’ festival in
Humla, August.

Right - Members’ meeting in Majpur village,
HPC’s most remote village in southern Humla.

Left - As part of the farmer-to-farmer exchange, members of various groups in Humla
visit a productive plot to share experiences,
successes and challenges – in this case the
land of technician Rage BK in Satti village.

